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Introduction 

The Ne v a da Nuc lear lfla ste Storage Invest i gations ( N~I'dSI) a re 

part of t he ~1a t.io nal Tfiaste Tenninal Sto r age (NI'iTS) prog rum being 

conduc t ed b y the Depar tment o f Energy . Within the lli'iTS p r ogram , 

t he NNWSI i s t he componen t t h at f o c u s e s on siti ng evaluat ion s o n 

and ne a r t he Neva da Test Si te (NTS) . The ob j ectives o f the Neva a 

project inc l ude ev a luati ng t he sui tab i l i t y o f a Tes t and Eva l uatio n 

Fa cili t y ( TEF) s i te an o r ne a r the NTS, eval ua ting t h e suitability 

o f a c ommercial nuclear wa st e repository s i te on or nea r t he riTS , 

and s uppor ti ng t he NW~S program with r esea r ch t hat i s un1que l y 

possible a t :'ITS . 

The Nevada Projec t is organized with f i ve major program pa rti -

c ipants repor t ing t o t h e De p a rtment o f Ene r g y (DOE) Proj ec t 

Manag e r a t t he DOE Nev ada Ope r a tions Office (0V) . Major p a r-c.. ic i-

p ant s inc l ud e Los Al amos Na t ional Laboratory, Lawre nce Liv ermore 

National Laboratory, Sa nd ia National Labora t ories , U. S . Geolog i c al 

*Thi s wo r k wa s supported by the u. s . Depa r t ment of Energy (DOE) . 
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Survey, and Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The Technical-

Overview Contractor and the Quality Assurance Overview Contractor 

provide support and advice to the DOE project manager and are 

responsible for assigned project-wide activities. These overview 

roles are assigned to Sandia National Laboratories. 

Nevada Test Site Background 
- -- --·------~---

NTS is located in southern Nevada with its southeast corner 

approximately 60 miles northwest of the city of Las Vegas, Nevada. 

The NTS is approximately 50 miles in extent north/south and 

approximately 25 miles in extent east/~est. It is surrounded on 

2-1/2 sides by the Nellis Air Force Range, anbther Federally 

controlled reservation used for Department of Defense activities. 

The areas of the Nevada Test Site called Yucca Flat, Pahute 

tvtesa, and .Frenchman Flat have been historically used for nucle::~.r 

weapon testing activities since the e::~.rly 1950's. Yucca Flat and 

Pahute Mesa are used currently for weapon testing activities. 

Jackacs Flats was utilized in the 1960's to test nuclear reactors 

in a joint program involving NASA and the f'i_EC. 

Rock types in the region include Paleozoic rocks, (primarily 

quartzites, argillites, and carbonates), Mesozoic and Tertiary 

granites, Tertiary volcanics, and Tertiary to Recent alluvium. 

The Paleozoic rocks are camplexly folded and faulted and are 

overlain at many places by the Tertiary volcanics. The alluvium 

was derived from erosion of the Tertiary and Pal_eozoic rocks 

which are exposed in the many local mountain ranges. The adjacent 

basins are filled with the alluviums.· 
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Project Background 

The Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations started in 

1977 and first looked for potential nuclear waste repository 

sites around Yucca Flat, where geologic and hydrologic data were 

the most detailed. The project evaluated an argillite .... s1 ... e, 

Syncline Ridge; in parallel, it considered the Climax and Twin 

Ridge granites and other _potential locations __ around __ yu_c;;_G_a_Fla_!:._._ ______ _ 

By the sumrner of 1978, the project concluded that Syncline Ridge 

was too structurally crnnplex to be a suitable site for a nuclear 

~1aste repository. Near the end of 1978, the Assistant Secretary 

for Defense Programs decided that commercial nuclear waste reposi-

should focus on south\vest ~~TS where such 

activities would be compatible with both current and potential 

future weapon testing activities . 

. During 1979, the Nevada Project accordingly redirected its 

exploiation to granite outcrops near Wahrnonie, an inferred-granite· 

intrusive under Calico Hill?, argillite at Upper Topopah Wash, 

and tuffs in th~ gene~~l ~r~A of Yucca Mountain, In the \'lahmonie 

area, a fault through the gran~te was identified, as was a spring 

deposi~ indicating upward water movement along the fault at some 

not too distant past time. Hydrothermal _alteration in the 

Wahomnie area indicates the possible presence of metal ores 

and geophysical surveys suggest that the granite has a small 

areal extent at depth. At Calico Hills, the project drilled to 

approximately 2600. feet without. encountering the inferred intrusive. 

Hydrother~al alterations in the area also indicate a potential 

for mineral resources at Calico ·Hills: The Upper Topopah Wash 
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area was surveyed with reconnaissance geophy'sical techniques. 

These. suggested major faulting and generally complex structure 

in ·the area. At Yucca Mountain, one borehole was cored to approxi-

mately 2500 feet at the edge of an are~ which, based on surface 

mapping, ~ppeared to be structurally competent. After considering 

the results of all of these reconnaissance level studies, the 

project chose to focus its resources on the exploration of ·the 

Yucca Mountain area. 

The NNi'lSI Screening Activity has related 23 mappable 

attributes to project objectives which correspond to NvlTS and 

proposed NRC criteria for waste isolation systems. The screening 

area was defined as the southwest NTS, administratively referred 

to as the Nevada Research and Development ?.rea, and nearby lands 

west and south. The attribute input for screening ranged from 

well-defined and available data to. expert judgements. Preliminary 

screening results support earlier 'judgements and indicate that 

the northern portion of Yucca !v!ountain is appropriate for more 

detailed investigations. The final screening documentation is 

currently in rev ie·A' '.·:i thin the Nm'ISI. 

Current Exploration Status • 

Within and around Yucca Mountain three geol03ic boreholes 

have been or are being cored to a depth of approximately 6000 

feet. In addition, four hydrologic test holes have been or are 

being drilled and testea to a depth of about 4000 feet. Surface 

mapping, geophysical information, and explora·tory borehole data 

have been used to define tentative structural boundaries for a 
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block of current interest for further study. The stratigraphy 

within this block is characterized by both welded and nonwelded 

tuffs. The water table occurs at a depth of approximately 1500-

2000 feet. Tuffs below the water table are primarily moderately 

to densely welded. Above the water table both densely welded 

and nonwelded tuffs occur. All of these tuff units dip about 

three to six degrees to the east. 

At present, four stratigraphic horizons are being considered 

for detailed characterization. These four, from shallow to deep, 

are: the Topopah Springs Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (densely 

welded tuff in the unsaturate~ zone), the Tuffaceous Beds of 

Calico Hills (a nonwelded, highly zeoli tic tuff pr edorninantly u1 

the unsatur.ated zone), the Bullfrog i'lernber of the Crater Flat 

Tuff (moderately welded tuff in the saturated zone), and the 

Tram Nember of the Crater Flat Tuff (densely welded tuff in the 

saturated zone). 

Existing exploratory drill holes located in or near the 

northern portion of the structural block indicate that zones of 

relatively high hydraulic trq.nsmissivity occur in the upper part 

of the saturated section. Transmissivity apparently decreases 

with depth, approaching very low values in the lower part of the 

saturated section. However, the vertical and horizontal variations 

of permeablility and hydraulic head are poorly known in the 

Yucca Mountain block. Only very limi~ed information is available 

on effective porosity; a• parame.ter necessary for calculations of 

for water transport velocities . 

. Current drilling is explcrating the subsurface in or near the 

southern portion of the Yucca Hounta1n block. Results will help 

.. 
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determine whether groundwater movement is 1) stratigraphically 

controlled, and therefore generally restricted to_ contain strati

g~aph~c units throughout the Yucca Mountain block; 2) structurally 

controlled, and therefore determined by the distribution of 

faults or structurally controlled features or 3) controlled by a 

combination of these or perhaps other factors. 

Very little information exists about water flow in the 

unsaturated zone. Highly fractured, densely welded tuffs above 

the water table are probably capable of rapidly transmitting 

recharge pulses downward. Zeolotic, nonwelded tuffs occur near 

the water table beneath these fractured rocks and probably have 

low permeability. These nonwelded tuf·fs may locally support 

perched zones of saturation. ·The total flux of water moving 

through the unsaturated zone is probably very small. 

Seismic reflection and refraction investigations at Yucca 

Mountain are scheduled to be completed by the end of FY82. The 

seismic techniques may provide a nonpenetrating m-ethod for defining 

- the structural conditions within and around of the Yucca Mountain 

block. Other geologic and hydrologic characterization programs, 

such as devP-lopment of an understanding of the regional tectonic 

and hydrologic settings, are proceeding consistent with the 

present N'dTS schedule for a decision on repository site suitability. 

The properties of the various tuff units at Yucca l'<iountain 

are being analyzed by studying core recovered from the exploratory 

drill holes. These properties include porosity, water content, 

bulk density, thermal conducti"vi ty, speci fie heat, thermal ex pan-

sion, rock strength, joint frequency and .orientation: mineralogy, 
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mineral stability upon heating, and others). In combination 

with site data such as.the geothermal gradient and in-situ stress, 

these data are used to model the expected response of the various 

tuff units to mining and emplacement of heat-generating wastes.· 

These results will help in designing subsurface TEF and repository 

facilities. Many of these rock properties vary significantly 

among and even within different tuff units. The amount of data 

and resulting analyses required for adequate understanding there-

fore vary with the tuff units. In general, more data have been 

co'llected and analyses cornpleted for moderately welded tuff 

units below the water table than for densely or nonwelded tuff 

units above the water table . Data collection and analysis are 

. curre·ntly on a:· schedu·le c·o·nsistent with an exploratory shaft 

horizon recom~endation by the end of CY82. 

Geochemical properties of the vario~s tuff units and associa-

ted ground waters at Yucca Mountain are being analyzed for core 

and ground water samples recovered from the exploratory holes. 

These data (chemical properties, mineralogy, Eh, pH, solubilities, 

etc.) in combination with hydrologic and matrix (pore) diffusion 

data will be used to model the expected long-term radionuclide 

migration from a repository to the biosphere. This information 

will also be used to evaluate the effects of mineral instability 

upon heating on potential TEF and repository designs. These 

effects are likely to range from none to moderate depending on 

horizon mineralogy. The impact will depend on the tuff considered 

for -waste emplar:-~?rnf'?nt, thA w.1st.f! heot ~eneration rate, the ar·eal · 

thermal density, and the waste package design. 
. : ~.--/·. 

~ 
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Exploratory Shaft Siting 

The topography of Yucca Mountain will have a major impact on 

the location of an exploratory shaft and facilities for either a 

TEF or a repository.- The western edge of the Yucca Mountain block 

has a very steep slope (approximately 15° to 35°). The north

south ridgeline is narrow with a slope of less than 6°, similar 

to the dip of the tuff units. East of the ridgeline, the topography 

is significantly more rugged due to drainage channels which have 

dissected the eastern slope. 

Assuming that an exploratory shaft must be located within 

the structural boundaries of the Yucca Mountain block, engineering 

judgment .indicates that the shaft sinking operations can only 

take place v:here madera te slopes occur on the r idgel ine or within 

the alluvium-filled portions of washes in the eastern portion of 

the block. Hence, topographic constraints severely restrict the 

location of a ,FOtential shaft at Yucca Mountain.. Detailed geologic 

mapping, hydrologic characterization, and seismic reflectio~/refrac~ 

tion surveys, none of which are canpleted, will serve as .::.dditional 

inputs for siting the exploratory shaft. 

Selection of a depth for an exploratory shaft will be signifi-

cantly more complex than selecting a shaft location. Factors 

which will contribute to recommendation of a depth or horizon 

include the hydrologic ~ravel time and flux from potential horizons 

to the accessible environment, the amount of expected ground 

water inflow, the waste emplacement density, and the geochemical 

and mineralogical envirormi.ent associated with each tuff unit. 
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Uncertainties concerning hydrologic properties in the saturated 

zonet namely the distribution of hydraulic heads, high- and 

low-permeability zones, and effective pores ities, lead to large 

uncertainties in' predicted groundwater travel times to the accessible 

environment. Preliminary estimates of grea~er than one thousand 

years have been made for water flowing through the zone of highest 

permeability from Drillhole H-1 to a location assumed to be the 

accessible environment. Ground water travel time from other 

parts of the Yucca Mountain block to the accessible environment 

depends on the horizon of waste emplacement, the distribution of 

high- or low-permeability zones, the hydraulic gradient, and the 

effective porosity. If wastes were placed in the deep low per~ea-

bility zones, ground water flow times to the accessible environment 

would probably be substantially longer than those estimated .. 
above, even if the high permeability zones .in the upper part of 

the saturated section are lateraily persistent. If the high 

permeability zones are a~sociated with quasi-vertical structural 

features, transit times from any part of the saturated section 

would also prcbably be longer than those estimated above, depending 

on the proximity of the waste to these structural features. In 

any case, uncertainties in understanding controls on the distribu-

tion of hydrologic parameters result in signi~icant uncertainty 

with respect to horizon selection within the saturated zone. It 

must be emphasized that the important factor is not hydrologic 

trans-port time but solute transport time. The great retardation 

potential of all tuffs, including pore diffusion and sorption, 

will greatly reduce solute transport rate below those of the 

transporting groundwater. 
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Similar uncertainties exist about the unsaturated zone. 

However, radionuclide transit time to the accessible environment 

may be longer for water in the. unsaturated zone than in the 

permeable parts of the saturated zone at the same location, 

because of 1) the small downward flux to the saturated zone, 2) 

the flow time to the water table, and 3) the low permeability of 

zeolitic tuffs at or above the water table. 

The projected waste emplacement densities \vill vary depe!1ding 

on properties of a given horizon. Waste emplacement densities 

may be affected by thermal conductivity, mechanical strength, 

thermal expansion, and mineral stability. For the tuff units 

under consideration at Yucca Mountain, these pr6perties vary 

over wide ranges and may well impact the exploratory shaft and 

repository ~10rizon r·ecommendation. 

Finally, the geochemical characteristics of a given horizon 

with respect to its position within the stratigraphic sequence 

will affect the isolatio-n potential of that horizon. The local 

geochemistry will also influence the site-specific waste package 

designs. 

Surface Facility Sitin~ 

Current engineering studies suggest that TEF and repository 

surface facilities would need ·to be located on gently sloping 

.alluvium east of Yucca Mountain. Access from surface facilities 

to underground was·te emplacement areas would be by vertical 

shafts and horizontal drifts, or possibly by inclined adits. 

This sur face facilities location allows reasonable truck arid rail 
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access and pro~{des ~~fficient area o~ low relief for·the require6-

development of the needed surface facilities. 

Curren~ Schedule Summary 

The current· NNWSI schedule includes an exploratory shaft 

location and horizon recommendation in 12/82, with a start of 

exploratory shaft dr~l~ing in 9/83. Because of the complexities 

of horizdn selection, it is possible that the exploratory shaft 

depth or horizon recommendation may involve the exploration of 

more than one horizon. Phase I of the exploratory shaft, determina-

tion of TEF site suitability, is currently scheduled for 7/85. 

Phase II of the exploratory shaft, determination of repository 

site suitability, is currently scheduled for 3/87. This schedule 

is consistent with the current N\-JTS TEF and repository site 

selection schedules. 




